Headline: 5 Ways to Drive E-commerce Growth with Marketing Automation
Sub: E-commerce sales will reach $4.5 trillion by 2021. Here are five strategies to drive e-commerce sales
with marketing automation and stake your share.

Headline: How to Leverage Marketing Automation for E-commerce Success
Sub: E-commerce sales will reach $4.5 trillion by 2021. Here are 5 ways to stake your share of internet
revenues with marketing automation for e-commerce.

Headline: 5 Ways to Drive Sales with Marketing Automation for E-commerce
Sub: E-commerce sales will reach $4.5 trillion by 2021. Here are 5 strategies to help you drive
e-commerce sales with marketing automation.
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E-commerce is becoming the new norm for consumers. Research by the Pew Center found that 80% of
Americans shop online, and 15% shop online weekly.

Though consumers still prefer to make big-ticket purchases at the brick and mortar, online purchasing is
surging.
Statista predicts that retail e-commerce sales will reach a massive $4.5 trillion by 2021. That’s a 246.5%
increase worldwide from $2.3 trillion in 2017.
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For marketers, these numbers are a signpost to possibility – and a wakeup call.

Established e-commerce brands already use marketing automation because it allows them to stake their
share of internet sales. With consumers in control of the buyer’s journey, automation platforms offer a
variety of critical benefits.

You can leverage customer data to reach buyers at decisive micro-moments. Save yourself time and
increase productivity by automating workflows for once laborious tasks. Or simply deepen customer
relationships by orchestrating campaigns that target key touchpoints.

All this will help to drive customer retention, loyalty, and recurring revenues. So, how will you make the
most out of your automation platform for e-commerce?

Here are five key strategies to help you reach, engage, and convert your best customers.

1. Automate List Segmentation Based on Behavior
Actionable customer data is pivotal to- ecommerce success. However, data is only useful when it
responds to user behaviors in real-time.

Automatic list segmentation lets you translate user interactions into future engagement. To begin, open
an automated segmentation workflow, then set your parameters and triggers.

The platform will instantly collate all current and future users according to established trigger
conditions. The example below shows an email drip campaign workflow used to group leads by website
activity.
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These dynamic groupings enable you to respond directly to user behavior and deliver the perfect
message at the perfect moment. Easy segmentation workflows will also save you bundles of time on
data assembly.
Email marketing is powered by list segmentation. For example, MailChimp found that segmented email
campaigns received 14.32% higher open rates than non-segmented campaigns.

Rather than delivering a benign newsletter, target users with specific content to suit their history. The
more relevant and personalized the email, the more likely the prospect is to open and convert.

Each interaction advances a positive customer relationship and provides data for future campaigns.
What did they open? Where did they click-through? When did they bounce?

Responsive and automated segmentation brings awareness and precision to your e-commerce
marketing.

2. Create a Welcome Email Workflow
The welcome email is key, both as a first impression and as an invitation. Use it to introduce customers
to your brand, outline what’s to come, and encourage immediate engagement.

People are highly motivated to hear from you right after they first sign-up. In fact, a study by Experian
found that welcome emails receive nearly 4x and many opens 5x as many clicks as typical promotional
emails.

An automated onboarding campaign will allow you to:
●

Introduce the user to your brand and its story

●

Detail how your store works

●

Direct them to important links on your site

●

Show them how to contact customer support

●

Gather new customer information based on their behavior

●

Set expectations for the frequency of your communications

●

Serve them relevant content to further their engagement

●

Offer special discounts to new users for email signup

The goal is to help customers remember your brand, return to your site, and establish a rapport. For
example, here’s a welcome email from the outdoor retailer REI.
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This welcome email succeeds by immediately reinforcing a positive brand experience with photos of
happy customers. The discount coupon CTA is central, but the company also includes links to other
website sections to entice clicks if a purchase isn’t top of mind.

A welcome email that offers options will help you to collect more user data – and drive conversions.

3. Reach Out to Your Less Engaged Customers
Customer engagement is predictive of organic growth. The greater the volume of engaged customers,
the higher your sales will be.

Marketing automation allows you to identify which customers have fallen off and how best to recapture
their interest. For example, Experian found that e-commerce customers who receive numerous cart
abandonment email are 2.4x more likely to finish a purchase than those who receive only one.

The focus of customer engagement campaigns is to rekindle the reason customers first came to you.
What do they want? Why do they want it? Which channels brought them to you? How did they engage?

Create an automated workflow to target these individuals in your database. Set customer lifecycle
markers, such as 30, 60, and 90 days of inactivity.

Also consider which behavioral markers indicate disengagement, such as unopened emails or cart
abandonment. Reference the user’s engagement history and leverage their preferences for content,
products, or channel when targeting.

For example, this cart abandonment email from J. Crew reminds customers that there are sale-ready
items in their cart.
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The retailer succeeds by using a bold orange color to declare the sale item while alerting readers to new
sales items. Enticing customers with novelty and fresh value works to overcome dormancy.

4. Appreciate Your Best Customers
The best brands know that customer retention is as important as customer acquisition.
According to Forrester, it costs 5x more to acquire a new customer than to satisfy a current customer.
Research also shows that repeat customers spend 67% more than new customers.
In other words, invest in your already happy customers to achieve rapid growth.

You can use the lead scoring workflow in your marketing automation to identify your most loyal
customers. After you set the filtering criteria, you’ll see a customer ranking screen like this:
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Triggered email campaigns are your primary tool for these interactions. From your email dashboard, you
can invite these loyal customers to engage in a variety of ways:
●

Customer loyalty programs to help customers feel exclusive and valued

●

Up-sells and cross-sells for pricier offerings

●

Referral offers that offer double-sided rewards to both parties

●

Surveys to demonstrate that you care

When your loyal customers respond, send them a discount or special offer. This helps to further
incentivize advocacy and generate goodwill to deepen brand loyalty.

Ultimately, this creates a positive feedback loop of engagement that will drive referrals and recurring
revenue.

In the example below, Starbucks sends a brilliant personalized email to its rewards members.
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The minimal design highlights the free cup of coffee, plus draws the eye towards the name written in
classic Starbucks form. Recalling the in-store experience is smart, especially since 75% of people say
they’re more likely to shop with a brand that offers a loyalty program.

Happy customers become vocal advocates and repeat buyers, so engage them regularly and
meaningfully.

5. Focus on Customer Experience and Relationship Building
Whether the customers are new or existing, revenue is linked to customer experience.

When Econsultancy surveyed marketers, it found that customer experience was the most exciting
business opportunity.
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What exactly is customer experience?

Customer experience is the sum of all interactions a user has with your brand during their entire
relationship. If these interactions are generally positive, you’ve got a happy customer. As we covered
above, happy customers are more loyal, more lucrative, and easier to retain.

This concept is as important as it is trendy. Research by Walker predicts that customer experience will
surpass both price and product as the key differentiator between brands by 2020.

Marketing automation can be used to help users fall in love with your product or service.

Demonstrate that you share their values with authentic messaging. Develop the relationship by
triggering these interactions at the critical moments. If your audience receives the right message at the
right time, engagement is sure to follow.

Here are a few tactics for increasing customer experience:
●

Send transactional messages to thank users for their purchase, to confirm receipt of payment,
and verify product send-dates.

●

Solicit product reviews that can be used as social proof on your website to encourage sales.

●

Pinpoint your customers’ content preferences to show them exactly how to get the most from
your brand.

●

Reveal exclusive information about upcoming inventory to help users feel informed and
special.

●

Deliver personalized offers for customer lifecycle events such as birthdays, holidays, brand
anniversaries, etc.

In the example below, Sephora remembers a customer’s birthday and offers a discount.
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The cosmetics brand offers a freebie, calls the customer by their name, plus invites immediate shopping
with a bold CTA. To enhance your customer experience, think beyond the first sales onward to the
whole customer lifecycle.

Pair E-commerce with Marketing Automation
Online sales continue to climb, and marketing automation becomes an increasingly critical tool.

Each day, modern consumers come to expect more responsive and more relevant interactions with
brands.
Staying current and authentic with your audience requires an always-on approach to marketing.
Automating workflows, triggering smart messages, and nurturing the customer experience allows
brands to keep pace and drive sales.
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